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ACEC – INDOT 
BRIDGE INSPECTION COMMITTEE 

 
MEETING NO. 3 MINUTES 

 
May 5, 2009 

 
The meeting was called to order at 9:10 a.m. by Mike Cox.  Those in attendance were: 
 
 Drew Storey INDOT, Seymour District 
 Jim Mickler INDOT, Greenfield District 
 Bill Dittrich INDOT, Planning and Production Division 
 Brian Harvey INDOT, Planning and Production Division 
 Gerald Nieman INDOT, Planning and Production Division 
 Jodi Coblentz INDOT, Local Public Assistance 
 Keith Hoernschemeyer Federal Highway Administration 
 Bill Williams Monroe County Highway Director/Engineer 
 Michael Cox Beam, Longest and Neff, L.L.C. 
 Mike Obergfell USI Consultants, Inc. 
 Erich Hart RQAW Corporation 
 Mike Garlich Collins Engineers, Inc. 
 Adam Post United Consulting Engineers & Architects 
 Kurt Fowerbaugh Shrewsberry & Associates 
 Jon Sera Butler, Fairman and Seufert, Inc. 
 
A meeting agenda had previously been distributed and the following items were discussed: 
 

1. Mike Cox started off the meeting with a brief overview of the agenda. 
 

2. The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as written and will be posted on 
INDOT’s website. 

  
3. Bill Dittrich distributed two FHWA memorandums to the group (see attachments).  

The memos provided guidance on Plans of Action for Scour Critical bridges and 
elimination of bridges coded as unknown foundations.  A list displaying the number 
of bridge coded with unknown foundations per each county was also distributed to 
the group (see attachment).  Bill stated that a plan of action will be required for the 
669 scour critical bridges and the 1120 bridges with unknown foundations displayed 
on the list.  The plan of action will be a specific plan of procedure for a bridge before, 
during, and after a flood event.  The FHWA deadline for plan of action development 
for all bridges that are scour critical is November of 2009 with the implementation 
date by April 2010.  All unknown foundation codes should have a target date for 
elimination by November of 2010 according to the FHWA memo distributed to the 
group.  The reduction in the number of bridges coded with a “U” for unknown 
foundations has already begun and is now down to approximately 800.  Keith 
Hoernschemeyer stated that it is important for a record to be kept explaining the 
reason for the changes.  Bill Dittrich and Gerald Nieman recommended that a new 
table be added to the current access database to track the changes in the unknown 
foundation codes as well as the information required for the scour critical plans of 
action.  The group agreed that a separate table for recording this data would have 
less of an impact on the consultants’ current procedures than adding more data to 
existing tables.  Keith Hoernschemeyer noted that the plan of action will have to be 
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followed by the bridge owner to be considered implemented.  Drew Storey 
questioned how the FHWA could determine if the plan of action has been 
implemented.    Keith stated that implementation involves making counties aware of 
all of their scour critical bridges and what duties need to be performed in a flood 
event.  The group agreed that three steps need to be performed to meet the FHWA 
deadline of November 2009.  First, a screening process for bridges with unknown 
foundations must be distributed to all of the consultants right away.  Second, as 
many as possible bridges coded with unknown foundations should be changed.  
Third, plans of action for the remaining unknown foundation that are scour critical 
bridges must be included into the database.  A plan of action form from the FHWA’s 
website is attached to these minutes.  Bill Williams suggested that a memo be 
distributed to all of the counties outlining the procedures required to request 
supplemental funds for implementation of the plans of action into the database and 
unknown foundation changes.  Mike Garlich noted that most plans of action would be 
very similar for each bridge.  Mike Obergfell recommended that an item be included 
in the standard bridge inspection contract for implementation of the plans of action.  
This would provide a funding source following a flood event.  Bill Dittrich will send out 
guidance on this subject matter to the counties and consultants in the near future. 
Mike Obergfell also recommended that a reminder be sent out 90 days prior to the 
FHWA due date. 

 
4. Drew Storey passed around a handout that contained the recommended data fields 

required for collection in county bridge inventories with the new bridge inspection 
software (see attachments).  Keith Hoernschemeyer discussed the reasons for the 
tabs included.  Data fields included in the list were based on coding requirements 
and items covered under regulations.  Mike Obergfell pointed out that the subgroup 
that developed the list looked at what items they felt that the counties would really 
want to be collected.  Jodi Coblentz stated that the counties don’t want to have to do 
anything beyond federal requirements.  Keith explained that a bridge management 
system is necessary for the federal government to allow funding for maintenance 
projects.  Jodi questioned if there would be enough funds available for maintenance 
projects when there doesn’t seem to be enough to replace the eligible bridges right 
now.  She questioned if the additional data input was worth the extra effort and cost.  
Mike pointed out that the subgroup has really scaled back the amount of data fields 
required for county bridges as compared to the amount required on INDOT’s bridges.  
The INDOT inspection software currently requires data input for 1700 fields.  Mike 
felt there would need to be a large level of effort required to build bridge files.  Jodi is 
worried about the increase in inspection cost and consultants raising their fees based 
on anticipated extra work.  Mike Obergfell will ask Inspect Tech to allow access for 
everyone in the group to be able to view the software and recommended county 
fields online.  Gerald Nieman noted that the new database will give the inspectors a 
place to record info that they are already looking at.  Bill Dittrich stated that the 
earliest software implementation on the county level would take place is late fall of 
this year.  INDOT has had several problems converting the data from the new 
software to the federal submittal.  There are still server issues as well. 

 
5. Bill Dittrich discussed a new procedure policy for coding bridges that have been 

replaced.  The old county bridge number will remain the same.  A new field will be 
added for a letter which describes if the bridge has been replaced.  An example 
would be: if Bridge No. 50 is replaced, it would then be Bridge No. A 50.  A new NBI 
number will be required for replaced bridges. 
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6. Jim Mickler questioned how to handle access problems to railroad over- and 
underpasses.  He stated that the railroads require flagman and railroad reliability 
insurance for entering their right-of-way and the coordination to do so is quite 
lengthy.   This is also very costly.  The group agreed that as long as no special 
access equipment is required for the inspection, the bridge inspector should just 
perform the inspection without railroad coordination.  Under records will be recorded 
in the new bridge inspection software.  No condition items will be required for the 
under records and the inspectors will not need to go up on the railroad overpasses.  
Bill Dittrich will discuss the railroad coordination effort issue with Fred Hohl and Mike 
Riley and report his findings to the group at the next meeting.  Bill felt that there was 
a state statute that covered this issue and he will review this before the next meeting.   
Bill will make sure that guidance will be included in the new design manual. 

 
7. Mike Cox introduced Erich Hart to the group.  He is the new load rating engineer for 

RQAW.  Mike Obergfell recommended that a load rating topic be included in the 
upcoming Civil Engineering Professional Development Seminar at Purdue. 

 
8. Keith Hoernschemeyer discussed the NBIS closeout.  He stated that the FHWA 

recommended finishing up some of the items that INDOT is currently working on.  
Substantial progress has been made, but the FHWA would like INDOT to update 
their anticipated schedule for completing items such as the QC/QA program, Inspect 
Tech database implementation, and load ratings.  Bill noted that the inspection 
manual being developed is very thick and will need to be split up into sections for this 
group to review. 

 
9. Bill Dittrich reported to the group that the latest quarterly report will be posted soon 

on INDOT’s website.  He noted that there are several funding suspensions for 
counties out of compliance with the NBIS standards.  The group questions the 
progress of report reviews at INDOT.  The group felt that the wait for reports to return 
is overwhelming.  Keith Hoernschemeyer recommended to Bill Dittrich that the 
backlog needs to become less or a new review procedure should be developed.  
Mike Cox will consider current INDOT review procedures and make suggestions to 
alleviate some of the review timeframe when finalizing the QA/QC procedures 
document.  Bill also noted that he reviews applications for Bridge Inspection Team 
Leaders once a quarter. 

 
The next meeting for the ACEC - INDOT Bridge Inspection Committee is scheduled for 9:00 
a.m. Tuesday, August 4th, 2009, at the INDOT Indianapolis Subdistrict building. 
 
Individuals are invited to comment on items presented in these minutes and/or submit additional 
topics for discussion at the next meeting.  Please E-mail comments to Jon Sera at 
jsera@bfsengr.com. 
 
This meeting was adjourned at 1:00 p.m. 
 
 Prepared by, 
 
 BUTLER, FAIRMAN and SEUFERT, INC. 
 
c: Attendees 
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SCOUR CRITICAL BRIDGE  -  PLAN OF ACTION 

1.  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Structure number:  
      

 
City, County, State:  
      

 
Waterway:  
      

Structure name: 
       

State highway or facility carried: 
      

Owner:  
      

Year built:      Year rebuilt:      Bridge replacement plans (if scheduled):       
Anticipated opening date:       

Structure type:  Bridge   Culvert  
Structure size and description:       

Foundations:       Known, type:       Depth:                         Unknown 

Subsurface soil information (check all that apply):   Non-cohesive   Cohesive   Rock 

Bridge ADT:       Year/ADT:       % Trucks:       

Does the bridge provide service to emergency facilities and/or an evacuation route (Y/N)?      
If so, describe:        

2.  RESPONSIBILITY FOR POA 

Author(s) of POA (name, title, agency/organization, telephone, pager, email): 
                                                                                                                                                               
 Date:        
 
Concurrences on POA (name, title, agency/organization, telephone, pager, email): 
                                                                                                                                                              
 
POA updated by (name, title, agency, organization):       Date of update:     
Items update:       
 
POA to be updated every       months by (name, title, agency/organization):      
Date of next update:      

3.  SCOUR VULNERABILITY  

a.  Current Item 113 Code:              3   2        1     Other:      

b.  Source of Scour Critical Code:   Observed  Assessment   Calculated Other:      

c.  Scour Evaluation Summary:       

d.  Scour History:       
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4.  RECOMMENDED ACTION(S)  (see Sections 6 and 7) 

                                                                               Recommended                     Implemented 
 
a.  Increased Inspection Frequency                    Yes       No                  Yes  No        
 
b.  Fixed Monitoring Device(s)                            Yes       No                   Yes  No 
 
c.  Flood Monitoring Program                             Yes       No                   Yes  No  
         
d.  Hydraulic/Structural Countermeasures       Yes        No                   Yes  No        
 

5.  NBI CODING INFORMATION   
 Current Previous 
 
Inspection date   
 
Item 113 Scour Critical   
 
Item 60 Substructure   
 
Item 61 Channel & Channel Protection   
 
Item 71 Waterway Adequacy   
 
Comments: (drift, scour holes, etc. - depict in 
sketches in Section 10) 

 

      

 

      

6.  MONITORING PROGRAM 

 Regular Inspection Program    w/surveyed cross sections 
Items to Watch:       

 Increased Inspection Frequency of      mo. w/surveyed cross sections 
Items to Watch:       

 
 Underwater Inspection Required 

Items to Watch:       
 Increased Underwater Inspection Frequency of      mo. 

Items to Watch:       
 
 
 

 Fixed Monitoring Device(s) 
Type of Instrument:        
Installation location(s):        
Sample Interval:  30 min.   1 hr.   6 hrs.   12 hrs.  Other:         
Frequency of data download and review:    Daily  Weekly  Monthly  Other        
Scour alert elevation(s) for each pier/abutment:       
Scour critical elevations(s) for each pier/abutment:       
Survey ties:       
Criteria of termination for fixed monitoring:       
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 Flood Monitoring Program 
Type:  Visual inspection  
   Instrument (check all that apply): 
   Portable  Geophysical  Sonar  Other:         
Flood monitoring required:  Yes   No 
Flood monitoring event defined by (check all that apply):  
  Discharge           Stage         
  Elev. measured from        Rainfall        (in/mm) per       (hour) 
  Flood forecasting information:       
  Flood warning system:        
Frequency of flood monitoring:  1 hr.   3 hrs.   6 hrs.    Other:         
Post-flood monitoring required:   No    Yes, within       days  
Frequency of post-flood monitoring:  Daily  Weekly   Monthly   Other:        
Criteria for termination of flood monitoring:       
Criteria for termination of post-flood monitoring:       
Scour alert elevation(s) for each pier/abutment:        

                 Scour critical elevation(s) for each pier/abutment:       
            
            Note:  Additional details for action(s) required may be included in Section 8.    

Action(s) required if scour alert elevation detected (include notification and closure                 
procedures):       
Action(s) required if scour critical elevation detected (include notification and closure                
procedures):       

Agency and department responsible for monitoring:       
 

Contact person (include name, title, telephone, pager, e-mail):       
 
7.  COUNTERMEASURE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Prioritize alternatives below. Include information on any hydraulic, structural or monitoring 
countermeasures. 

 
 Only monitoring required (see Section 6 and Section 10 – Attachment F) 

                  Estimated cost  $      
 

 Structural/hydraulic countermeasures considered (see Section 10, Attachment F):  
        Priority Ranking                                                                             Estimated cost 

(1)           $       
(2)              $       
(3)           $       
(4)            $       
(5)            $       

 

Basis for the selection of the preferred scour countermeasure:        

Countermeasure implementation project type: 
  Proposed Construction Project              Maintenance Project 
  Programmed Construction - Project Lead Agency:  
  Bridge Bureau  Road Design          Other       

 
Agency and department responsible for countermeasure program (if different from Section 6 
contact for monitoring):       
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Contact person (include name, title, telephone, pager, e-mail):       
 
Target design completion date:       
 
Target construction completion date:       

Countermeasures already completed:       

8.  BRIDGE CLOSURE PLAN 

Scour monitoring criteria for consideration of bridge closure: 
 Water surface elevation reaches       at       
 Overtopping road or structure 
 Scour measurement results / Monitoring device  (See Section 6) 
 Observed structure movement / Settlement 
 Discharge:       cfs/cms 
 Flood forecast:       

  Other:    Debris accumulation     Movement of riprap/other armor protection 
  Loss of road embankment   

Emergency repair plans (include source(s), contact(s), cost, installation directions):       

Agency and department responsible for closure:       

Contact persons (name, title, agency/organization, telephone, pager, email):       

Criteria for re-opening the bridge:       

Agency and person responsible for re-opening the bridge after inspection:       

9.  DETOUR ROUTE 

Detour route description (route number, from/to, distance from bridge, etc.) - Include map in Section 
10, Attachment E. 

Bridges on Detour Route: 

Bridge Number Waterway Sufficiency Rating/ 
Load Limitations Item 113 Code 

                        

                        

                        

                        

Traffic control equipment (detour signing and barriers) and location(s):       
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Additional considerations or critical issues (susceptibility to overtopping, limited waterway 
adequacy, lane restrictions, etc.) :       
 

News release, other public notice (include authorized person(s), information to be provided 
and  limitations):       
 
 

10.  ATTACHMENTS 

 
Please indicate which materials are being submitted with this POA: 
 

  Attachment A:  Boring logs and/or other subsurface information 
 

  Attachment B:  Cross sections from current and previous inspection reports 
 

  Attachment C:  Bridge elevation showing existing streambed, foundation depth(s) and 
observed and/or calculated scour depths 

 
  Attachment D:  Plan view showing location of scour holes, debris, etc. 

 
  Attachment E:  Map showing detour route(s) 

 
  Attachment F:  Supporting documentation, calculations, estimates and conceptual designs 

for scour countermeasures. 
 

  Attachment G:  Photos 
 

  Attachment H:  Other information:       
 

 




